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INTRODUCTION 

RESEARCH ON LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 
IN THE BALTIC STATES: 

OVERVIEW OF THEMES AND PROBLEMS 

DIĀNA LAIVENIECE 
 
 
 
This volume Language Acquisition: Problems and Perspectives is 
compiled from a selection of articles about research done in language 
acquisition in the Baltic States, basically in Latvia and Lithuania. 

The results of studies have been presented at the Liepaja University’s 
annual science conference “Language Acquisition: Problems and 
Perspectives” since 2000. Every year, researchers in language acquisition, 
experienced researchers and PhD students as well as language teachers 
come together to discuss the problems and possible solutions. Research 
themes and the range of languages, particularly Latvian, Lithuanian, 
Estonian, English, French, Russian, Spanish, and Italian, as native, second, 
and foreign languages researched from the aspect of linguodidactics have 
expanded over the years. 

In this book, research has been grouped under five themes: language 
acquisition in the context of bilingualism and multilingualism, pedagogical 
factors of language acquisition, research on literacy, language acquisition 
at an early age, and research in linguodidactics to assist language 
acquisition. As the conference is multilingual, the volume is also in several 
languages. Apart from the lingua franca – the English language used in 
science – there are also articles in Latvian, German and Russian, with 
abstracts in English. 

The aim of the editorial is to characterize briefly the problems touched 
upon in the articles compiled in this volume to help the reader become 
acquainted with the research in linguodidactics offered by the authors and 
learn about the problems in this sphere of applied linguistics. The target 
audience of the book is scholars of language acquisition – scientists, 
lecturers involved in research and language teachers as well as anyone 
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interested in research or practical activities concerning language education 
in the Baltic States. 
 
Part I: Language Acquisition in the Context of Bilingualism/ 
Multilingualism consists of research carried out by Latvian and 
Lithuanian scientists into language acquisition aspects that were especially 
popular in the Baltic States in the first decade of the 21st century – a child 
in a bilingual family, adolescents in the multilingual world, a language 
teacher’s professional development perspectives in relation to intercultural 
competences, and interculturally oriented teaching-learning processes.  

Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences Māra Dirba, author of the book 
Variety of Intercultural Education, in her article ‘Plurilingual and 
Intercultural Approaches in Language Learning and Teaching’ reveals the 
research on how the application of multilingual and intercultural 
approaches to the language acquisition process could promote the 
development of metalingual competences, and train teachers more 
efficiently for the challenges of the 21st century’s multilingual world. 
However, data analysis reveals that language teachers in Latvia are not 
ready for it.  

Research of a similar trend has been carried out by Lithuanian 
scientists Roma Kriaučiūnienė and Auksė Šiugždinienė, and is 
described in the article ‘Foreign Language Teachers’ Viewpoints on 
Intercultural Competence Development in the Foreign Language 
Teaching/Learning Process’. The traditional view on language acquisition 
has been changed significantly by the increase in international contacts. 
Instead of linguistic knowledge, intercultural communication skills have 
become the priority. Based on Michael Byram’s (2000) model of 
intercultural competence, a study was designed in order to learn about 
second-language learners’ (1) understanding about culture, that is, 
knowledge dimension; (2) acquisition level of intercultural relationships, 
that is, dimension of attitudes; and (3) acquisition level of behaviour in 
intercultural situations, that is, dimension of skills. The research results 
show that the current practice of developing socio-cultural competence is 
not adequate, especially concerning behavioural skills in intercultural 
communication. 

German language teacher and Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences Rūta 
Ķemere, in her article ‘Youth Attitude towards Acquisition of Several 
Foreign Languages at School as an Important Factor of Multilingualism 
Development in Latvia’ draws the readers’ attention to the issue of the 
attitude of adolescents and their parents towards the possibility of studying 
several languages, at least three foreign languages, in secondary school. 
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Currently, the most popular top three foreign languages are English, 
German and Russian. They are followed by French and Spanish with a 
considerably lower popularity. Adolescents’ motivation to learn languages 
is linked with both instrumental and integrative motivation. On the whole 
the situation seems to be quite positive but it was concluded in the 
research that it is necessary to implement innovations in foreign language 
teaching in order to balance three main factors – communicative 
competence, intercultural competence and methodological competence. 

The focus of the research carried out by German language teacher and 
PhD student in Philology Thomas Lewandowski is the language 
development of a child in a bilingual family. In the article ‘Bilingual First- 
Language Acquisition of a German-Latvian Child: Change of the Code 
and Mixing Languages’, attention is paid to the principle put forward by 
language researchers – “one person, one language”. The parents talk in 
German with the child but the grandparents in Latvian. The family lives in 
Latvia, therefore the child’s exposure to Latvian is wider. The article 
provides a conversation of a three-year-old child with family members, 
and it is possible to trace both the change of the code and mixing 
languages. It was concluded that keeping strictly to the principle “one 
person, one language” is not always possible, and it can hinder 
communication by not letting the child acquire the situational skills needed 
to adopt and use appropriate communication strategy. 
 
Part II: Pedagogical Factors in Language Acquisition contains research 
articles that look at language acquisition from pedagogical aspects, 
considering such important factors as the learning aims of students, 
planning of the teaching/learning process and learning experience. In the 
chapter, there is also an article on the methods of measuring the language 
competence of children with severe mental disorders, and another that 
provides an insight into the paradigm change in training teachers of the 
English language in Lithuania. 

Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences Dagnija Deimante-Hartmane, in her 
article ‘Importance of Learning Goals in the Process of Learning English 
in Upper-Secondary School’ writes about secondary school students’ self-
directed learning, which includes motivation and social and moral 
standards. The first step in self-directed learning is putting forward an 
individual aim – in the beginning with the help of the teacher. Gradually 
the teacher’s assistance becomes weaker as the student’s understanding 
about how he/she is learning and acquiring a foreign language grows. One 
of the tools used in this process is a portfolio, which enables the student to 
work independently and the teacher to assist the student in his/her studies. 
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In her article ‘Development of Students’ Competences of Planning 
Their Independent Learning Process – Learning How to Learn’, researcher 
of German language acquisition Virginija Juratė Pukevičiutė explores 
students’ abilities and readiness to plan their learning process efficiently. 
The author analyses respondents’ ability to set their learning aims and 
strategies. The research concludes that almost all components of the 
planning process reveal statistically significant correlations. This means 
that students who try to set a clear and precise learning aim more often 
indicate willingness to think over strategies that would help them reach 
that aim. 

Lithuanian scholars Danguolė Kalesnikienė and Agnė Saylik, in their 
article ‘The Dependence of Pupils’ Writing Achievements on Their 
Learning Experience’ share their experience about the colouration of 
primary school students’ learning experience and creative writing. There is 
special attention paid to writing texts and doing writing tasks in language 
education in primary school because they develop both elementary literacy 
and creative skills, thus forming students’ learning experience. 

Scientists Dina Bethere, Inese Roste and Kaiva Žīmante explore the 
system of measuring the language competences of children with severe 
mental disorders in their article ‘Researching Language Competency of 
Children with Severe Mental Disorders’. Based on Lyle F. Bachman’s 
model of language competence (Bachman and Palmer 1996), the authors 
formed and approbated a system of functional indicators that helps to 
explore the manifestation of typical language competences of children 
with severe mental disorders. It was concluded that children of the same 
age with identical officially diagnosed levels of mental disorders and a 
similar history of education demonstrate completely different 
manifestations of language competences. 

Lithuanian researcher Reda Baranauskienė characterizes the process 
of training teachers of the English language, highlighting the paradigm 
shift and the problems in language teacher education related to it in her 
article ‘The Change in English Teacher Education: Historical Perspective’. 
At the end of the 20th century and at the beginning of the 21st, a reflective 
study model was created that ensures training teachers to think critically. 
Simply copying the activities of an experienced practitioner, as was done 
in the 19th century, or training English teachers as “scientific 
functionalists” as in the 20th century, is no longer enough. Nowadays, a 
language teacher has to be a personality with developed critical thinking 
skills, who can conduct self-analysis and evaluate situations. 
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Part III: Research on Literacy draws readers’ attention to a range of 
issues that are related to the development of the skills of learners and users 
of language. Literacy levels have decreased dramatically in the 21st 
century. Correctly written language is not an obvious necessity to 
language users nowadays. Its place has been taken by communicatively 
accepted means of communication where language norms are paid very 
little attention to. 

In her article ‘The Relationship between Verbal Ability and 
Demographic Factors in Latvia’, Doctor of Psychology Ingūna 
Griškēviča writes about a study that reveals the results of a cognitive test 
carried out in Latvia in relation to sociodemographic indicators: age, 
gender and living place. The test consists of seven subtests that measure 
the following groups of cognitive skills: (1) verbal skills, (2) thinking 
skills and (3) cognitive efficiency. The most attention has been paid to 
verbal skills that, according to the Ketel–Horn–Kerol theory (Horn 1965), 
are crystallized intellect. The study was carried out with a relatively wide 
sample (707 respondents) from a wide range of ages (from 2 to 97 year 
olds). The research results prove significant differences in verbal skills 
according to both age and place of residence. The differences are 
statistically significant up to the age of 40, but the measurements in the 
age groups from 20 to 40 years and from 41 to 97 years are similar. 

Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences Marina Novika has been researching 
the literacy level on the Internet for several years. In her article ‘Spelling 
Literacy of Russian Internet Users in Latvia’, attention was paid to the 
lack of Russian norms of literacy in the comments in Web portals in 
Latvia. Internet comments, as spontaneous and very often emotional 
reactions to an announcement or news, are peculiar indicators of a 
society’s literacy. The material chosen for the study contains many 
spelling mistakes that are determined by objective and subjective factors. 
As an objective factor, the peculiarities of the function of the Russian 
language in Latvia were mentioned – the application range is limited. As a 
subjective factor, basically, personal standpoints should be mentioned: 
each user determines to what extent he/she considers it necessary and is 
able to keep to spelling rules. 

The chapter continues with a transition from more general issues 
regarding literacy to more specific research in language acquisition 
dealing with mastering and developing reading and writing skills. Agnė 
Saylik, a researcher of the Lithuanian language, in the article titled 
‘Influence of Educational Factors Applied by Teachers on Third-grade 
Pupils’ Creative Writing Skills’ focused on a study regarding the level of 
Form 3 pupils’ creative writing skills, correlating these indicators with 
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pedagogical factors. It was concluded in the research that the pupils’ 
creative writing skills really depend on the work the teacher has put into 
the teaching process. Pupils are able to show higher achievements if 
writing creative works takes place on a regular basis, and if serious 
attention has been paid to drafting the work and its improvement. 

Vineta Rūtenberga, Doctor of Philology, examines the frequency of 
complex subordinate sentences used in written corpuses by students of the 
English and French languages in the article titled ‘Complex Sentences – 
Indicators of Foreign Language Proficiency Level of Secondary School 
Graduates’. The research is based on a comparison with Christelle 
Cosme’s (2008) data that was collected by analyzing corpuses of native 
language speakers (TRILingual Louvain EDitorals corpus). The 
quantitative and contrastive research shows that subordinate clauses are 
used equally intensively by native language speakers and language 
learners. 

French lecturer Inese Veisbuka, in the article ‘Dictation as a Means 
for Improving the Orthographic Competence when Learning French as a 
Foreign Language’ focused on dictation as a tool that helps improve 
orthographic competence in learning French as a foreign language. The 
level of orthographic competence is sharply decreasing in both the 
Francophone environment and outside it. This is explained by the 
development of modern technology as well as the complexity of the 
French orthographic system. Dictations are used to improve memory, 
promote the research of a language and encourage student autonomy. 
There are two types of dictations that are focused on in collaborate 
learning – direct interaction and an active participation of those who are 
not native speakers. Therefore, dictation has been undeservedly forgotten 
in the modern communicatively-oriented language learning paradigm. 

Lithuanian textbook author and researcher of the language learning 
process Daiva Jakavonytė-Staskuvienė focused on text comprehension 
and determination of its level for Form 4 pupils in the article ‘Standardized 
Tasks Establishing Lithuanian Fourth-grade Pupils’ Higher Text 
Comprehension Abilities’. The research was carried out in Lithuania, 
2011. The study is about developing a standardized test that would allow 
determining pupils’ reading skills and the comprehension of the text on the 
highest level. The test must include exercises that cover the main idea of 
the text and also details, giving an opportunity to evaluate students’ 
understanding of the content of the text and the language aspect, as well as 
express an opinion and attitude. The difficulty index level of these texts 
has to be high (at least 40 %). 
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In Part IV: Learning a Language at an Early Age, there are summaries 
of several studies that focus on the youngest language learners who, apart 
from their native language, have to acquire a foreign language – that of the 
country they are living in. 

Doctoral student of Philology Ingēra Tomme-Jukēvica gives an 
insight into the theoretical research on the mastering phonological systems 
to find out which factors influence the speech development of a person 
who is learning the second language in her article titled ‘The Second 
Language Phonological System Acquisition at Preschool Age: an Insight 
into Contemporary Research’. In Latvian linguistics, language research 
into bilingual children is only in its early stages, so extensive studies on 
the speech development of the Latvian language as the second language of 
preschool age children are not available. There are two main hypotheses 
on the basis of mastering the phonological system of the second language: 
(1) those who support the hypothesis of the critical period (Scovel 2000, 
etc.) consider biological age as the uppermost factor in mastering the 
phonology of the second language, and (2) those who support the 
alternative hypothesis (Flege 1995, etc.) stress the importance of the native 
language’s phonological system in mastering that of the second language. 

Estonian scientist Inna Järva, in the article ‘Acquisition of Estonian 
as a Process of Language Socialization by Non-Estonian Children in 
Kindergartens in Estonia’ focused on the issue of learning Estonian as the 
second language in kindergarten, considering it part of non-native 
children’s language socializing process. By mastering Estonian, they get to 
know Estonian culture, thus the case is not only about language 
socialization but also about the cultural dialogue, during which the 
children’s national culture (Russian, Belarusian, Lithuanian, Ukrainian, 
Georgian, Latvian, Tatar, etc.) is also introduced. 

Lithuanian scientist Dalė Roikienė, in the article ‘Using Information 
and Communication Technologies in Early English Teaching’ focused on 
the usage possibilities of the computer and interactive whiteboard in the 
process of learning English as a foreign language at the beginner’s level. 
Pupils need to be helped to develop skills to be able to use the computer 
systemically in order for the argument for the role of the technology in the 
process of learning to be valid. Otherwise, these instruments become little 
more than a toy, and they do not meet the expectations of their usage in 
promoting the development of English skills. 

Gundega Tomele, a doctoral student in Pedagogy, examines the 
importance of prevention activities and corrections of children’s speech 
disorders in preschool, comparing the situation in Latvia to Germany and 
Russia in the article ‘Correction of Children’s Speech and Language 
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Disorders at Preschool Age’. The corrective system is made of primary, 
secondary and tertiary prevention aspects. In Latvia’s preschool educational 
establishments, the secondary prevention, that is, diagnosing, is being used 
very well; however, tertiary prevention – correction and the elimination, 
reduction or compensation of secondary interferences – is not being 
performed adequately. 
 
In Part V: Research in Linguodidactics to Assist Language 
Acquisition, some theoretical aspects that uncover the close connection 
between linguistic research and various factors of mastering a language 
have been summarized. 

French teacher and Doctor of Philology Inga Bliska, in the article 
‘Monitor Models in Language Acquisition Theories’, looks at two 
essential theories that concern the acquisition of the third language in an 
attempt to understand the processes in the mind of the person learning a 
foreign language. Comprehension about the processing of a language 
provides a conceptual basis for organizing the teaching/learning process. 
The article provides an insight into Stephen Krashen’s (1981) monitor 
model concepts on understandable linguistic input, rejecting the thesis on 
separating language learning and language acquisition, and Willem 
J. M. Levelt’s (1989) monitor model that is based on psycholinguistic 
factor analysis, explaining the processes of language development and 
language reception, including the processing of several languages. 

Lithuanian scientist Vytenis Končius, in the article ‘Rehabilitating 
Krashen? Can the Latest Theories in SLA Research Lend New Support to 
Stephen Krashen’s Hypotheses?’, also explores Stephen Krashen’s 
hypothesis of the monitor model, characterizing it as being intuitively 
appealing to language learners and foreign language teachers, not taking 
into consideration the critics of the theory. Krashen’s ideas about language 
acquisition, teaching and language perception processes have been 
developed in further research on language acquisition (Noam Chomsky, 
Daniel Slobin, etc.). The lasting popularity of Krashen’s ideas testifies to 
the theory’s stability and persistence. Therefore, the evaluation of this 
theory should be continued. 

In her research, reflected in the article ‘Feel for the Language as a 
Linguodidactic Concept’, Diāna Laiveniece, methodologist of the Latvian 
language as the native language and Doctor in Pedagogical Sciences, 
focuses on the phenomenon of language sense and its interpretation in the 
literature on linguistics, psychology and linguodidactics. The main 
conclusions are related to the characteristics of the language sense; 
namely, language sense is the result of an individual language experience, 
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attitude and knowledge, not an inbred ability. The sense of a language is a 
dynamic, not static, phenomenon with a tendency to become more 
developed, therefore during the process of learning a language; it is 
possible to carry out purposeful actions that promote the person’s language 
sense development. 

 
The content of the articles in this volume does not always provide clear 

answers to the questions that are brought forward, and it is not the aim of 
the authors of the articles on language acquisition to provide clear 
answers, suggest actions, or give examples and suggestions for the 
learning process or the organization of the language learning process. Such 
a pragmatic approach is not popular in the Baltic States. The aim of the 
literature on linguodidactics is to stimulate the readers – researchers and 
language teachers – to go into the details of the proposed subject, its 
problems, to ask questions, think of solutions, argue and propose 
counterarguments. The driving force in this field is dialogue and 
argumentative discussion, not utilitarian notes and advice, and the creators 
of this volume hope that by proposing their points of view on language 
acquisition problems and perspectives, this volume achieves that aim. 
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PART I: 

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION IN THE CONTEXT 
OF BILINGUALISM/MULTILINGUALISM 

 

 



CHAPTER ONE 

PLURILINGUAL AND INTERCULTURAL 
APPROACHES IN LANGUAGE LEARNING  

AND TEACHING 

MĀRA DIRBA 
 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 

The European Centre for Modern Languages (ECML) announced its 
2012–2015 project programme to be “Learning through languages: 
promoting inclusive, plurilingual and intercultural education”. Thus, it is 
essential that language professionals understand the concepts of 
plurilingual and intercultural approaches. The Council of Europe is aiming 
at developing inclusive, plurilingual and intercultural pedagogic 
approaches, reaching beyond the foreign language classroom: 
 

It aims at maintaining and enhancing linguistic and cultural diversity in 
Europe and promoting learning and use of languages as a means to support 
intercultural dialogue, social cohesion and democratic citizenship and as an 
important economic asset in a modern knowledge-based society. (ECML 
2010, 6) 

 
Increasing mobility in the 21st century poses questions about 

immigrant and local multilingualism in European countries: How many 
languages are needed to communicate in the particular country? What are 
the interconnections between the 1st, 2nd, 3rd language systems? What 
about transfer from one language system to another? How can we help 
language learners prepare for life in the 21st century, characterized as it is 
by mobility and the need to adapt to different language systems and 
environments? 

As the result of this increased and varied mobility, linguistic and 
cultural diversity are becoming part of daily life at workplaces and 
schools. According to the US Central Intelligence Agency World 
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Factbook, the world’s top ten languages spoken as a first language are 
Mandarin Chinese, Spanish, English, Arabic, Hindi, Portuguese, Bengali, 
Russian, Japanese, and German (2011). Students need to develop partial 
competencies in three, four or more languages to be able to live, study, 
work, and communicate with people from different parts of the world. 
How can plurilingual and intercultural approaches help to prepare our 
students for life in the middle and second half of the 21st century? 

The goal of this research is to investigate the potential of plurilingual 
and intercultural approaches. 

The hypothesis of the research is that teachers are not prepared to 
implement plurilingual and intercultural approaches. Research methods 
and data collection tools are: 

 
1) analysis of theoretical literature on plurilingual and intercultural 

approaches, 
2) analysis of European Council publications of projects implementing 

plurilingual approaches, and 
3) a questionnaire. The research population is 25 English teacher 

trainees of the Faculty of the Humanities, University of Latvia, and 
32 teachers from different schools in Riga.  

2. Multicultural Europe without Multiculturalism? 

The diverse European cities are not homogenic in language: as a result, 
locals and immigrants can feel confused, disoriented, bewildered, and 
perplexed. Thus, the role of language education policy and practices 
becomes evident: to help people become oriented and adapt to the existing 
situation as well as prepare young people for living and working together 
in future. At the same time, different forms of cultural hybridization can be 
noticed in European fashion, music, food, etc.; so it can be concluded that 
being European is multilayered, vivacious and interactive. 

Europe, including Latvia, has always been multicultural. The term 
multiculturalism has been topical issue in the UNESCO and European 
Council documents since the famous speech by the United Kingdom’s 
home secretary, Roy Jenkins, in 1966. In his opinion multiculturalism has 
to be distinguished from the American view of the melting pot and should 
focus on celebrating cultural differences. According to Anne Phillips 
(2007), Roy Jenkins rejected the melting pot ideal that would churn 
everybody out from a common mold, as one of a series of carbon copies of 
a stereotyped Englishman, and defined integration not as a flattening 
process of assimilation but as equal opportunity coupled with cultural 
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diversity and mutual tolerance. Roy Jenkins proposed a salad bowl ideal 
and a celebration of cultural diversity. 

In the 21st century so far, especially after the events of the 11th 
September, 2001, multiculturalism has been heavily criticized. Anne 
Phillips argues that the critics of multiculturalism express two opposing 
perspectives: they see cultures as either discrete, distinct ways of life 
(those complex wholes covering knowledge, beliefs, art, moral, customs, 
and laws) or built on the multiplicity of allegiances that characterize any 
one person, and celebrate hybridity, intermingling and mélange (2007, 67). 

Anne Phillips accuses multiculturalists of employing culture in a 
discourse that denies human agency, defining individuals only through 
their culture, and treating culture as the explanation for virtually 
everything they do (ibid, 9). Multiculturalism has been blamed for 
encouraging the oppression of women: for forced marriages and school 
girls wearing the hijab. She stresses that women are free human agents, 
individuals, so culture cannot dictate how women should behave. Phillips 
asserts that in the debate about the politics of diversity both within and 
between nations an exaggerated view of cultural differences exists. She 
considers that 
 

multiculturalism is currently under attack, partly for good reasons (the 
misleading representations of culture or the justification it can provide for 
sacrificing the rights of the individual to the preferences of the cultural 
group). (ibid, 72) 

 
Anne Phillips mentions 14-year-old Aisha from Norway, who tried to 
convince the welfare authorities that her family was planning to force her 
into a marriage, but the social workers feared being accused of racism if 
they removed a Muslim girl from her family. As a result, the girl 
disappeared. Phillips criticizes the presumption that violence and coercion 
are normal in certain communities and groups. 

Public opinion about multiculturalism around Europe in recent years 
has become rather negative, due in large part to the economic crises, 
radical Islam and fear of ethnic immigrants. More recently (in 2010 and 
2011), there has been much talk (Angela Merkel, David Cameron) of the 
death of multiculturalism. In contrast to the discourse in European Council 
documents, voices against multiculturalism are being heard in the public 
discourse of European citizens and politicians. History is being repeated: 
in 2010 and 2011, the politicians are using the highly criticized melting 
pot metaphor again as a better solution for societal integration than that of 
the salad bowl. On the other hand, European countries remain multicultural, 
and because of the low birth rate and lack of a local workforce, the 
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tendency is for the extent of ethnic diversity to increase in future. 
Therefore, if politicians and social scientists consider that multiculturalism 
has utterly failed in Europe, then new ways for dealing with diversity are 
needed to achieve greater social equality and mutually enriching 
interaction in the multicultural reality of the European countries. 
Plurilingual and intercultural approaches seem to be the most appropriate 
solutions. 

3. Pluralistic Approaches in Language Teaching 

Due to historical reasons, pluralistic approaches in language teaching are 
rather neglected in Latvia. For example, Content and Language Integrated 
Learning (CLIL) is basically associated with teaching different subjects in 
Latvian in schools where the language of instruction is Russian as a result 
of the school reform. 

Michael Candelier asserts that: 
 

The term “pluralistic approaches to languages and cultures” refers to 
didactic approaches which use teaching/learning activities involving 
several (i.e., more than one) varieties of languages or cultures. This is to be 
contrasted with approaches which could be called “singular” in which the 
didactic approach takes account of only one language or a particular 
culture considered in isolation. (2007, 7) 

 
Candelier (2011) distinguishes four types of pluralistic approaches: 
 
1) intercultural, 
2) integrated didactic approach to languages (CLIL), 
3) inter-comprehension of related languages, and 
4) awakening to languages. 

 
He stresses that plural approaches focus on facilitating global 

metalinguistic abilities and the receptiveness of diversity. 
Intercomprehension relates to several languages of the same linguistic 

family being studied in parallel; these are either languages related to the 
learner’s mother tongue (or the language of education) or related to a 
language already learnt. In this approach there is a systematic focus on 
receptive skills, as the development of comprehension is the most tangible 
way of using the knowledge of a related language to learn a new one. 

According to Peter Doyé (2005, 7), intercomprehension is a form of 
communication in which each person uses his or her own language but 
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understands that of the other; it is the capacity to understand other 
languages without having studied them. 

As an example, Michael Candelier (2011) mentions that the meaning 
of words in languages from the same language family, such as German 
and English, can be discovered through the discovery of systematic 
correlations; in this case, between the sounds d and t: 
 

Drink  trinken 
Garden  Garten 
Door  Tür 

 
Exciting solutions and materials for intercomprehension have been 

created on the websites: www.eurocomprehension.de and www.euro-
mania.eu. 

Other ECML projects have also investigated plurilingual and 
intercultural approaches: “A framework of reference for pluralistic 
approaches (CARAP)”, “Minority languages, collateral languages and bi-
/plurilingual education (EBP-ICI)”, and “Majority language instruction as 
the basis pf plurilingual education (MARILLE)”. 

Ewa Kolodziejska and Stuart Simpson stress that pluralistic approaches 
are aimed at integrating the teaching of all languages in the curriculum and 
of all subjects as a “means of forming and handling new concepts” (2000, 
12), with a view to the construction of knowledge of languages and, at the 
same time, of enriching the intercultural content. 

The integrated didactic approach to languages, for example, CLIL, is a 
pluralistic approach directed towards helping learners establish links 
between the languages taught within the school curriculum (either aiming 
in a “traditional” way to teach the same competences in all the languages 
taught, or defining “partial competences” for some of them). The goal is to 
use the first language (or the language of education) as a springboard, to 
make it easier to acquire a first foreign language, then to use these two 
languages as the basis for learning a second foreign language. Mutual 
support between languages can go in both directions (Candelier 2007, 7–
8). As all Indo-European languages have common syntactic structures and 
vocabulary, it is possible to transfer some structures learned in one 
language to another from that family. 

“Awakening to languages” is a pluralistic approach aimed at 
simultaneously developing attitudes (openness, interest), aptitudes 
(listening skills, ability to analyze) and knowledge related to languages 
and their diversity. According to Michael Candelier, recent European 
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projects have enabled awakening to language movements to develop on a 
broader scale. He defines it as follows: 

 
“Awakening to language” is used to describe approaches in which some of 
learning activities are concerned with languages which it is not the mission 
of the school to teach. (ibid, 8) 

 
The intercultural approach deals with European diversity. The key 

words in intercultural education are diversity and interaction. Diversity in 
the society of Europe and in a classroom refers to: 

 
- ethnicity (Latvian, Finnish, Russian), 
- social-economical status (higher, lower), 
- religion (Christian, Muslim, Buddhist), 
- way of life (alternative lifestyles), 
- language (inclusive dialect, accent), 
- address (urban, country), 
- interests, 
- abilities/skills/health (people with special needs), 
- talents, 
- gender (man/woman), 
- age (young/old), and 
- personal history. 
 
Fred Dervin and Mara Dirba (2006) consider that an individual’s 

intercultural competence can be defined as being able/willing to 
communicate effectively with others, accepting her/his position as “a 
stranger” in meeting others, and realizing that all individuals, including 
her/himself, are polycultural and complex (age, religion, status in society, 
etc.) 

The objective of intercultural education is that students develop their 
intercultural communicative competence. The term competence here is 
understood as “a combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes 
appropriate to a particular situation” (Recommendation 2005, 3). It is the 
ability to mobilize resources to achieve particular communication goals in 
a particular situation. A competence implies the personal abilities that we 
rely on to complete a task in a particular context, to participate 
constructively in the processes in society. It includes intellectual, social, 
emotional, and mediating aspects of personality and is achieved in 
continuous development of one’s own potential. 
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4. The Potential of Plurilingual Education 

Immigrant students bring to the classroom different elements of their home 
languages; for example, Turkish, Kurdish and Russian. As a result, they 
have the ability to notice linguistic similarities and contrasts, and 
competencies in one language can be transferred to a new one. 

Ulrike Jessner defines metalinguistic awareness as encompassing the 
linguistic skills that develops at the higher level of creativity and 
reorganization of information; as the ability to focus on linguistic form and 
switch focus between form and meaning. She stresses that individuals who 
are metalinguistically aware are able to categorize words into parts of 
speech; switch focus between form, function and meaning; and explain 
why a word has a particular function (2008, 277). She confirms that 
metalinguistic awareness in individuals living with two or three languages 
is seen to develop with regard to: 

 
(a)  divergent and creative thinking (e. g., a wider variety of 

associations, original ideas); 
(b) interactional and/or pragmatic competence (cultural theorems of 

greeting, thanking, etc.); 
(c)  communicative sensitivity and flexibility (language mode); and 
(d) translation skills, which are considered a natural trait in the 

majority of multilinguals. 
 
Ulrike Jessner mentions a positive transfer of learning strategies from 

L2 to L3, etc. (ibid, 278). Charlotte Kemp found that the performance of 
multilingual adults on all six tests of grammatical awareness increased 
with the number of languages they knew. Multilinguals use cross lexical 
consultation – they search for words in their other languages when they 
meet linguistic problems in the target language (Jessner 2008). 

Erike Thurmann, Helmut Vollmer and Irene Pieper assert that 
 

in the mind of the plurilingual individual, language learning is indivisible, 
languages interact, and linguistic and communicative experience 
awareness, and knowledge can be transferred from one language to 
another, provided plurilingual competences are systematically supported 
by a coordinated effort across the school curriculum, i. e., by all subject 
areas, including non-language subjects. (2010, 15) 

 
Some useful and innovative teaching/learning resources based on 

intercomprehension and integrated approaches have been created by EU 
projects. For example, the Euromania website (http://www.euro-mania.eu) 
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contains 20 lessons in six languages of the Romance language family – 
Spanish, French, Italian, Portuguese, Romanian and Occitan. It might not 
be possible to develop communicative competence in six languages 
simultaneously but students can understand enough to learn science, 
history, geography, technology, and mathematics. In order to do that, it 
might be useful to develop the habit of observing the forms of words and 
changing sounds or letters from one language to another, leaning on the 
knowledge already acquired. 

The concept paper of the Council of Europe “Linguistic and 
Educational Integration of Children and Adolescents from Migrant 
Backgrounds” (Little 2010) stresses the necessity of mastering academic 
language specific to certain school subjects (history, geography, biology, 
etc.) Thus, research in the language education field has been widened by 
focusing not only on language as a subject (English, German, Russian, 
Latvian, etc.) but also on the language used in all kinds of school subjects. 

According to Sheelagh Deller and Christine Price (2007), the aim of 
the CLIL approach is to ensure that learners acquire a knowledge of 
curricular subject matter and develop their competence in the language 
different from the instructional language. Jean-Claude Beacco (2010) 
suggests identification of linguistic elements should be systematised in the 
history classroom, teaching the corresponding forms of discourse, taking 
into account the specific linguistic and semiotic competences needed for 
history teaching. He mentions that one of the aims of plurilingual and 
intercultural education is to broaden the range of learners’ discourse (in 
some/all of the languages of their language repertoires) by becoming 
aware of such discourse types relevant for history syllabi such as 
textbooks and documentaries (ibid, 23). 

Mara Dirba and Janis Mencis (2008) have discussed the views of 
teacher trainees and academics on the implementation of CLIL in the 
schools and higher educational institutions of Latvia. Previous studies of 
the application of CLIL in schools all over Europe have shown that even 
students who had lower academic achievements improved as a result of 
implementing CLIL. It might seem paradoxical at first that teaching school 
subjects in the language that is not a students’ first language improves 
academic achievements. How can these paradoxical results be explained? 
First, students get more linguistic help and support from teachers, 
especially when taught by a subject teacher and a language teacher in 
tandem, with the language teacher carefully designing support activities, 
scaffolding, and providing a variety of audio-visual clues (charts, 
diagrams, illustrations, videos, etc.). 
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5. Teachers’ Readiness to Implement Intercultural 
and Plurilingual Approaches 

Teachers’ readiness to implement intercultural and plurilingual approaches 
was investigated through the administration of a questionnaire to a 
research population of 57 teachers: 25 teacher trainees of the Faculty of 
Humanities, University of Latvia, and 32 teachers from different schools 
in Latvia. 

The results of the questionnaire are as follows: 
 
1. Do you know what a plurilingual approach means? – Yes. No. If 

yes, specify. 
The majority of the teachers (35) answered “yes”, and wrote that it 

means bilingual education; some added that it means learning several 
languages. No more specific explanation was given. 

 
2. Would you like to get more training on applying the plurilingual 

approach at secondary school? – Yes. No. 
The majority of the teachers (53) answered “yes”, with only four 

teachers stating that they did not want to implement the plurilingual 
approach. 

 
3. Are you prepared to implement an intercultural approach? – Yes. 

No. 
The majority of teachers (43) answered “yes”. 
 
4. Would you like to get more training on applying an intercultural 

approach at secondary school? – Yes. No. 
In spite of answering that they are prepared to implement an 

intercultural approach, the majority of the teachers (36) expressed the 
willingness to receive more training. 

 
In addition, when the teachers were asked to identify the linguistic 

elements they thought should be taught in non-language subjects such as 
history and geography, they mentioned the following: 

 
- subject-specific vocabulary, 
- subject-specific collocations, words and expressions for defining 

terms and concepts, 
- words and expressions for comparing and contrasting, 
- words and expressions for classifying data, 
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- words and expressions for interpreting data from graphs and polls, 
- words and expressions for reporting data, 
- words and expressions for presenting opinions, 
- words and expressions for defining concepts. 
 
The results show that teachers’ definitions of the plurilingual approach 

are rather vague. They identified several linguistic elements to be taught in 
non-language subjects but their list is quite limited. The results indicate 
that much more insight into plurilingual and intercultural approaches is 
needed in teacher training programs in Latvia. 

6. Conclusion 

The plurilingual approach has enormous potential for preparing students 
for the linguistic challenges of the 21st century. The notion of 
metalinguistic awareness and competence helps us to understand why 
plurilingual individuals attain higher test results than monolingual 
individuals. The results of the questionnaire administered to 57 teachers in 
Latvia show that teachers admit that they need training on implementing 
plurilingual education and the intercultural approach at secondary school. 
However, the research population in this study was limited, only 57 
teachers, and only some tendencies in the teachers’ readiness to implement 
plurilingual and intercultural approaches were revealed, so further study 
needs to be done in order to be able to draw more general conclusions. 
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